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Fear
 
The beating of your heart when you know somethings wrong.
Why you hide from everything but think you're so strong.
Why you can't take chances and stay on the safe side.
Why you never sit in the front seat, or go on Six Flags rides.
Why you don't leave the house, even when you want to.
Why you don't have many friends to talk to you.
As Scared, Anxious and Modest as you appear, people think you're crazy, all I
see is Fear.
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'Follow Them No Matter What'
 
The Revelation is taking place
Nothin doers are monopolizing space
The Realist are getting in your face
It's time for your dreams to get in the way
 
Please Dream, to Succeed and Conquer it all
Make sure when you Dream you Dream Big so that you can't fall
 
Parents aren't reading
Children are needing
Cars keep speeding
But never neglect dreaming
 
Please Dream, to Succeed and Conquer it all
Make sure when you Dream you Dream Big so that you can't fall
 
Maybe being a Lawyer is ahead of you
Or maybe a Doctor to help people get through
Don't ever limit the things you can do
Because any and everybody can make their dreams come true
 
Please Dream, to Succeed and Conquer it all
Make sure when you Dream you Dream Big that you can't fall
Please Dream, you will Succeed and Conquer it all
Make sure when you Dream you Dream Big because I know you won't fall....
 
Dedicated to any young children, or teenagers that thinks they can't make it
because of their background or neighborhood.
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It's All The Same
 
Though, tomorrow isn't promised,
why should you worry about it today.
Because no matter what happens, life
will still be the same.
 
Chains blinging, phones ringing, its all the same.
Day to day procedures; children running, others with
fevers, its all still the same.
Models are styling, babies are smiling; and who can worry about anything when
they see that face. Its all still the same.
 
If you don't think about a tragedy, we will all see... Tomorrow.
Life is just a wrong, that's not right until it's gone.
So before you worry about tomorrow, remember that, you don't have to worry
because its all the same.
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